Item 10 Resources Committee 9th June 2021
TODMORDEN WHEELSPARK
UPDATE REPORT AS AT 1st June 2021
Additional drainage /land stability works
These were identified in week 2 of the project as key issues to resolve early in the
project.
Commitment was given immediately on an approximate cost basis to prevent any
delay in progress to install a geotextile membrane to provide land stability ahead of
stone foundations being laid.
Drainage
Revision of this has involved the need to decide exactly what is now required over
and above the original tender drainage works and after adjusting for some items no
longer required and introducing new items a total variation to contract value of
£6,349 has been agreed.
This is to be met from the contract contingency of £10,730.

Contingency
Whilst an early draw of £6,349 seem a lot at this stage, it was always envisaged that
the real unknown would be once we broke ground and found out what little we
already had that was working .
The remaining elements of the contract should require little or no variation.
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Shelter
We identified at the outset that ideally, we would like to keep the original shelter as
part of the feature of the Wheelspark. We have managed to get it out in one piece,
but it needs some attention
We have managed to source a specialist firm from Halifax to do a full refurbishment
on this replacing panels etc as needed, with then finishing in a powder coated green
finish.
We have agreed a price of £2,800 which will be taken out of the contingency.
Sourcing a new one altogether would have cost considerably more and required
longer lead in times.

Progress Report

Weather conditions and impact
The week commencing 24th May saw heavy rainfall. Working in this would dirty
foundations already laid plus the chance of machinery being bogged down was a
real risk.
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A decision was made to suspend all groundwork with the some forming of
structures works starting to take place and reinforced steel structures being
made.
We have lost to date 5 working day owing to bad weather but if we experience
a run of good weather, especially when working with the concrete pours it is
hoped to make back this lost time.
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Valuation 2
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Financial Summary

Overall anticipate project cost
At this stage inclusive of Groundwork fees which are percentage based on the
total contract value of works carried out, and costs met prior to construction
starting, it is forecast that the project will outturn at c £247k against budget of
£250k .
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